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...Ten thousand River ...Ten thousand River 
Commissions...cannot tame that Commissions...cannot tame that 
lawless stream...cannot say to it, lawless stream...cannot say to it, 
"Go here," or "Go there," and make "Go here," or "Go there," and make 

it obey. it obey. 
-- Mark TwainMark Twain



INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION
The levee system has been present along The levee system has been present along 
the Mississippi River since the first the Mississippi River since the first 
Europeans settled the region, but its Europeans settled the region, but its 
design has changed many times since design has changed many times since 
that first levee.that first levee.
The changes were brought about mainly The changes were brought about mainly 
by flooding, which in turn drove other by flooding, which in turn drove other 
factors such as costs and politics.factors such as costs and politics.
Technology has also played a role in this Technology has also played a role in this 
development.development.



LEVEESLEVEES
Earthen embankments Earthen embankments 
built on the natural built on the natural 
levees parallel to the levees parallel to the 
river channel and river channel and 
designed to protect the designed to protect the 
area behind it from area behind it from 
high flows in the main high flows in the main 
channelchannel
Levees must be high Levees must be high 
enough to prevent enough to prevent 
overtopping and broad overtopping and broad 
enough to resist enough to resist 
deterioration from deterioration from 
hydraulic pipinghydraulic piping





OVERTOPPING OVERTOPPING 

Levees are often overtopped where they have 
experienced differential settlement; generally where 
underlain by soft soils, such as old oxbow fills or peaty 
bulrush marsh deposits.



CREVASSE is the term applied to breaks CREVASSE is the term applied to breaks 
where where underseepageunderseepage has caused the levee has caused the levee 

to collapseto collapse



SCOUR

Scour from local eddified flow often occurs at steep 
drops, around, or over flow obstructions, as shown here.  



Mississippi River Drainage BasinMississippi River Drainage Basin

The Mississippi River drains 41 The Mississippi River drains 41 
percent of the continental United percent of the continental United 
States, stretching from Montana States, stretching from Montana 
and Canada to western New York.and Canada to western New York.
The basin covers more than The basin covers more than 

1,245,000 square miles, includes all 1,245,000 square miles, includes all 
or parts of 31 states and two or parts of 31 states and two 
Canadian provincesCanadian provinces



Areas subject to flooding along the Lower Mississippi shown in pink



You hardly ever see the river, but the levee is You hardly ever see the river, but the levee is 
always close by, a great green serpent running always close by, a great green serpent running 

through woods, swamps, and farms, with towns through woods, swamps, and farms, with towns 
nestling close to its slopes. The levee is nestling close to its slopes. The levee is 

unobtrusive, since its slope is green and gradual, unobtrusive, since its slope is green and gradual, 
but in fact it is immense but in fact it is immense ---- higher and longer than higher and longer than 
the Great Wall of China, very likely the biggest the Great Wall of China, very likely the biggest 

thing that man has ever made....It was the thing that man has ever made....It was the 
principal human response to the titanic power of principal human response to the titanic power of 

the great river.the great river.
---- Alan Lomax, Alan Lomax, The Land Where the Blues The Land Where the Blues 

BeganBegan



FIRST MANFIRST MAN--MADE LEVEE MADE LEVEE 

Levee construction began with the first Levee construction began with the first 
settlers along the Mississippi Riversettlers along the Mississippi River
Between 1718Between 1718--27 a levee was built around 27 a levee was built around 
New Orleans modeling those in FranceNew Orleans modeling those in France

It was 5400 ft long ,18 ft wide at the crown with a roadway 4 It was 5400 ft long ,18 ft wide at the crown with a roadway 4 
ft high, and had a slope of 1:2ft high, and had a slope of 1:2



EARLY LEVEE CONSTRUCTIONEARLY LEVEE CONSTRUCTION

State governments State governments 
made it policy that made it policy that 
farmers built their farmers built their 
own levees along own levees along 
the areas they the areas they 
owned along the owned along the 
Mississippi RiverMississippi River
Haul methods would Haul methods would 
yield 10yield 10--12 cubic 12 cubic 
yds per day with a yds per day with a 
haul limit of 75 feethaul limit of 75 feet



EARLY LEVEE CONSTRUCTIONEARLY LEVEE CONSTRUCTION

Trapezoidal 
Levee



URBAN LEVEESURBAN LEVEES

Levee construction at New Orleans in 1863, during the Civil War.



RAISING LEVEESRAISING LEVEES

The levees along the lower Mississippi had to be 
heightened continuously between 1850 and 1927 
because the bed of the Mississippi River elevated 
itself, because of increased confinement, caused by 
levee construction.  



Early Federal LegislationEarly Federal Legislation

In 1820 the first Federal In 1820 the first Federal 
Government Government 
involvement along the involvement along the 
Mississippi River Mississippi River 
focused on navigation, focused on navigation, 
not flood controlnot flood control
Disastrous floods along Disastrous floods along 
the lower Mississippi the lower Mississippi 
and its tributaries in and its tributaries in 
1844, 1849, and 1850 1844, 1849, and 1850 
resulted in the Swamp resulted in the Swamp 
Acts of 1849Acts of 1849--1850 1850 



Swamp Acts of 1849Swamp Acts of 1849--18501850
First federal First federal 
involvement for flood involvement for flood 
control along the control along the 
Mississippi RiverMississippi River
First Act gave First Act gave 
Louisiana all swamp Louisiana all swamp 
and overflow lands and overflow lands 
within its boundaries within its boundaries 
that were unfit for that were unfit for 
cultivationcultivation
Second Act did the Second Act did the 
same for Arkansas, same for Arkansas, 
Missouri, Illinois,  and Missouri, Illinois,  and 
Mississippi Mississippi 

StateState Land Given    Land Given    
(sq. mi.)(sq. mi.)

IllinoisIllinois 2,2772,277

MissouriMissouri 5,2305,230

ArkansasArkansas 12,01012,010

MississippiMississippi 5,1415,141

LouisianaLouisiana 14,74014,740



Swamp Acts of 1849Swamp Acts of 1849--18501850
The lands were to be sold to the public and the money The lands were to be sold to the public and the money 
generated to be used to construct levees and drainage generated to be used to construct levees and drainage 
for the reclamation of the landsfor the reclamation of the lands
Lack of coordination between states and levee districts Lack of coordination between states and levee districts 
resulted in the levee lines being a failureresulted in the levee lines being a failure

StateState Levee Design CriteriaLevee Design Criteria

LouisianaLouisiana Crown 1/3 of baseCrown 1/3 of base
Side slope 1:2Side slope 1:2

ArkansasArkansas Height = 30Height = 30”” above overflow above overflow 
Crown width = heightCrown width = height
Base width = 7 x heightBase width = 7 x height

MississippiMississippi Side slope 1:6 on riversideSide slope 1:6 on riverside
1:2.5 on landside1:2.5 on landside



Levees are an inherent liabilityLevees are an inherent liability



1850 Mississippi River Surveys1850 Mississippi River Surveys

In 1850 Congress appropriated $50,000 to conduct two In 1850 Congress appropriated $50,000 to conduct two 
hydrographic and topographic surveys of the hydrographic and topographic surveys of the 
Mississippi River; one by a civilian and the other by a Mississippi River; one by a civilian and the other by a 
civiliancivilian
One survey was conducted by Army Engineers A. A. One survey was conducted by Army Engineers A. A. 
Humphreys and Henry L. Abbot, but was not Humphreys and Henry L. Abbot, but was not 
completed till 1861completed till 1861
Civilian engineer Charles Civilian engineer Charles ElletEllet Jr. was also authorized Jr. was also authorized 
to prepare an independent survey, completed in 1852to prepare an independent survey, completed in 1852



The HumphreysThe Humphreys--Abbot Abbot 
reportreport considered three considered three 
methods of flood methods of flood 
protection:protection:

Cutting off bends in the Cutting off bends in the 
riverriver
Diversion of tributaries and Diversion of tributaries and 
creating artificial reservoirs creating artificial reservoirs 
and outletsand outlets
Confining the river to its Confining the river to its 
channel (the levee system)channel (the levee system)

The conclusion was The conclusion was 
that the first two that the first two 
options were too costly options were too costly 
and provided little and provided little 
advantage, thus the advantage, thus the 
third option was third option was 
recommendedrecommended
Their levee design Their levee design 
called for freeboards 3called for freeboards 3--
11 feet above the 1858 11 feet above the 1858 
floodflood



DETERIORATION of LEVEESDETERIORATION of LEVEES
The Civil War left the levees The Civil War left the levees 
along the river in disrepair, along the river in disrepair, 
exacerbated by severe exacerbated by severe 
floods in 1862 and 1865floods in 1862 and 1865
The 1867 flood caused an The 1867 flood caused an 
additional $3.9 million of additional $3.9 million of 
damage to the levees, damage to the levees, 
estimated that 9.75 million estimated that 9.75 million 
cu. yd. of fill would be cu. yd. of fill would be 
needed to repair the leveesneeded to repair the levees
1874 flood resulted in the 1874 flood resulted in the 
creation of a creation of a ““Levee Levee 
CommissionCommission”” to survey the to survey the 
system and submit a plan for system and submit a plan for 
reclamation of the Alluvial reclamation of the Alluvial 
ValleyValley



The most cited failure modes for levees include underseepage, 
hydraulic piping, and overtopping.  In actuality, excessive uplifting 
seepage on the landside toe probably triggers mass liquefaction,
which triggers extensive bearing capacity failure, which then causes 
a catastrophic slope failure.  In this manner, 100 to 2000 lineal feet 
of levee can collapse in a few seconds; which is the usual pattern.     



MISSISSIPPI LEVEE COMMISSIONMISSISSIPPI LEVEE COMMISSION

Estimated it would take $3.5 million (8 million Estimated it would take $3.5 million (8 million 
cu. yd. of fill) to repair the leveescu. yd. of fill) to repair the levees
It would take $46 million (115 million cu. yd. It would take $46 million (115 million cu. yd. 
of fill) to build the entire levee systemof fill) to build the entire levee system
Determined 5 defects in the levee system:Determined 5 defects in the levee system:

Vicious levee organizationVicious levee organization
Insufficient levee heightInsufficient levee height
Injudicious crossInjudicious cross--section and constructionsection and construction
Inadequate inspection and guardingInadequate inspection and guarding
Faulty locationsFaulty locations



St Louis Levee, 1867St Louis Levee, 1867



MISSISSIPPI RIVER COMMISSIONMISSISSIPPI RIVER COMMISSION--18791879
The Mississippi River The Mississippi River 
Commission was created by Commission was created by 
an Act of Congress in 1879an Act of Congress in 1879
General Humphreys argued General Humphreys argued 
against the MRC covering against the MRC covering 
flood control, because he flood control, because he 
thought the Corps of thought the Corps of 
Engineers should control the Engineers should control the 
riverriver
Others argued that flood Others argued that flood 
control should be a state control should be a state 
issueissue
Flood control was looked at Flood control was looked at 
as an integral part of river as an integral part of river 
navigationnavigation
According to the MRC, the According to the MRC, the 
greatest detriment to levees greatest detriment to levees 
was river instability and bank was river instability and bank 
cavingcaving



Composition of the Mississippi River Composition of the Mississippi River 
Commission (MRC)Commission (MRC)

Legislation pushed by Legislation pushed by 
James B. EadsJames B. Eads
7 members appointed by 7 members appointed by 
the Presidentthe President

3 officers from Corps 3 officers from Corps 
of Engineers; one of of Engineers; one of 
whom serves as chair whom serves as chair 
and another as and another as 
secretarysecretary
3 civilians (at least 2 3 civilians (at least 2 
civil engineers)civil engineers)
1 US Coast and 1 US Coast and 
Geodetic Survey (now Geodetic Survey (now 
NOAA)NOAA)

Brevet Major General Quincy A. Gillmore



Mississippi River Commission (MRC)Mississippi River Commission (MRC)

The study of and reporting The study of and reporting 
upon the necessity for upon the necessity for 
modifications or additions modifications or additions 
to the flood control and to the flood control and 
navigation projectnavigation project
Recommendation of policy Recommendation of policy 
and work programsand work programs
Recommendation upon any Recommendation upon any 
matters authorized by law, matters authorized by law, 
inspection trips, and inspection trips, and 
holding public hearingsholding public hearings



MRC MRC ‘‘Levees OnlyLevees Only’’ Policy of 1882Policy of 1882
Construction of a levee Construction of a levee 
line with grade sufficient line with grade sufficient 
to contain the frequent to contain the frequent 
floods would result in floods would result in 
““selfself--cleansingcleansing”” of the of the 
riverriver
The closure of new The closure of new 
breaks should be breaks should be 
completed first, as old completed first, as old 
breaks had already done breaks had already done 
their maximum damage their maximum damage 
to the navigationto the navigation



Mississippi River Flood of 1890Mississippi River Flood of 1890

56 miles of levees 56 miles of levees 
destroyeddestroyed
The MRC adopted the The MRC adopted the 
flood of 1890 as the flood of 1890 as the 
design flow line for design flow line for 
leveeslevees
Resulted in many Resulted in many 
levees needing to be levees needing to be 
raised from 38 to 46 raised from 38 to 46 
feetfeet



MRC Levee StandardMRC Levee Standard

Crown Width 8 feetCrown Width 8 feet
Riverside slope 1:3 Riverside slope 1:3 
Landside slopeLandside slope

1:3 to height of 81:3 to height of 8’’, then 1: 1:10 to height of 20, then 1: 1:10 to height of 20’’, then 1:4, then 1:4

Banquette Levee



BANK REVETMENTSBANK REVETMENTS

19001900--19101910
53 million cubic yards 53 million cubic yards 
added by Federal added by Federal 
GovernmentGovernment
73 million cubic yards 73 million cubic yards 
added by private citizensadded by private citizens
21% (27 million cubic 21% (27 million cubic 
yards lost from bank yards lost from bank 
caving and erosioncaving and erosion

MRC enacted the MRC enacted the 
bank revetment policy bank revetment policy 
to stave off the lossesto stave off the losses



Early Fascine Scour Protection MattingEarly Fascine Scour Protection Matting



Mississippi River Flood of 1912Mississippi River Flood of 1912

47% of the levees 47% of the levees 
above Vicksburg above Vicksburg 
were still subwere still sub--par, par, 
below below MRCMRC’’ss 1890 1890 
standardstandard
53% of the levees 53% of the levees 
on the tributaries on the tributaries 
were subwere sub--parpar



Mississippi River Flood of 1912 Mississippi River Flood of 1912 

Resulted in an increase in the levee grade Resulted in an increase in the levee grade 
and design cross section by 1914and design cross section by 1914
Grade 3Grade 3’’ above 1912 floodlineabove 1912 floodline
Banquette 3Banquette 3’’ –– 88’’ below crown; width 20below crown; width 20’’ ––
4040’’



STRUCTURAL REVETMENTSSTRUCTURAL REVETMENTS
Due to the high cost Due to the high cost 
of bank stabilization of bank stabilization 
the MRC changed the MRC changed 
their policytheir policy
Levee location would Levee location would 
now be used to now be used to 
counter bank cavingcounter bank caving
Concrete matting Concrete matting 
(riverside) and sheet (riverside) and sheet 
piling (foundations) piling (foundations) 
would be used when a would be used when a 
levee could not easily levee could not easily 
be moved backbe moved back



MRC Span of Control WidensMRC Span of Control Widens
In 1906 the MRC In 1906 the MRC 
planned levees from planned levees from 
Cape Girardeau, MO Cape Girardeau, MO 
southsouth
In 1913 MRC jurisdiction In 1913 MRC jurisdiction 
was extended north to was extended north to 
Rock Island, ILRock Island, IL
1915 MRC was required 1915 MRC was required 
by Congress to report by Congress to report 
levee expenditures by levee expenditures by 
local/state interestslocal/state interests



St. Louis Levee, 1916St. Louis Levee, 1916



First Federal Flood Control Act, 1917First Federal Flood Control Act, 1917

The First Flood Control Act had 3 provisions The First Flood Control Act had 3 provisions 
pertaining to leveespertaining to levees

Levees built for flood control were authorized for the first Levees built for flood control were authorized for the first 
timetime
Federal funds could be spent on levees on the tributariesFederal funds could be spent on levees on the tributaries
Local interests must contribute at least 1/3 of the cost to all Local interests must contribute at least 1/3 of the cost to all 
federally funded levees and the local interests must federally funded levees and the local interests must 
maintain the completed leveesmaintain the completed levees

In 1922 and 1923 MRC authority was In 1922 and 1923 MRC authority was 
extended to cover the tributaries from the extended to cover the tributaries from the 
riverriver’’s mouth to Rock Island, as far as they s mouth to Rock Island, as far as they 
were affected by flood waters of the were affected by flood waters of the 
Mississippi RiverMississippi River





MECHANIZATIONMECHANIZATION

The 1920s saw widespread adoption of mechanized earth moving 
technology being applied to flood control structures and flood 
plain drainage.



CABLEWAY DRAGLINES CABLEWAY DRAGLINES 
REVOLUTIONIZE LEVEE REVOLUTIONIZE LEVEE 

CONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTION



The GREAT 1927 FLOODThe GREAT 1927 FLOOD

Greatest flood of the Greatest flood of the 
lower Mississippi River lower Mississippi River 
Valley on recordValley on record
Flooded 27,000 square Flooded 27,000 square 
milesmiles
Displaced 1,000,000 Displaced 1,000,000 
people, including 325,000 people, including 325,000 
African AmericansAfrican Americans
11stst time levees built to time levees built to 
the MRC standards failedthe MRC standards failed
Triggered massive flood Triggered massive flood 
control legislationcontrol legislation











1928 Federal Flood Control Act1928 Federal Flood Control Act
1928 Flood Control Act 1928 Flood Control Act 
(Mississippi Rivers and (Mississippi Rivers and 
Tributaries)Tributaries)
The The Jadwin PlanJadwin Plan called called 
for improved levee grades for improved levee grades 
and sectionsand sections
The concept of floodways The concept of floodways 
was adoptedwas adopted
Access roads would be Access roads would be 
made to inaccessible made to inaccessible 
portions of the leveesportions of the levees
Railroad and highway Railroad and highway 
crossings would be made crossings would be made 
when necessarywhen necessary
Project flood developed Project flood developed 
by MRC and U.S. Weather by MRC and U.S. Weather 
BureauBureau



New Levee Standards AdoptedNew Levee Standards Adopted

Freeboard 1 foot above the Freeboard 1 foot above the 
project floodproject flood
Reverted back to the Reverted back to the 
trapezoidal designtrapezoidal design
Riverside slope 1:3 Riverside slope 1:3 –– 1:5; 1:5; 
Landside slope 1:6 Landside slope 1:6 –– 1:81:8
Borrow pits are to be Borrow pits are to be 
located on the riverside as located on the riverside as 
opposed to past locations opposed to past locations 
on the landsideon the landside
Levee design life increased Levee design life increased 
from 20 years to 30 years from 20 years to 30 years 
based on levee locationbased on levee location



Major General Edgar 
Jadwin was Chief of 
the Corps of 
Engineers in 1928, so 
the Corps’ plan was 
named after him



The 1928 Plan Created Vast FloodwaysThe 1928 Plan Created Vast Floodways

The passage of The passage of 
excess flows past excess flows past 
critical reaches of the critical reaches of the 
Mississippi River Mississippi River 
through diverted through diverted 
zoneszones
Floodways along the Floodways along the 
Mississippi:Mississippi:

Birds PointBirds Point--New Madrid New Madrid 
Floodway Floodway 
Morganza FloodwayMorganza Floodway
West Atchafalaya FloodwayWest Atchafalaya Floodway
Bonnet Carre Floodway Bonnet Carre Floodway 
(spillway)(spillway)



Birds PointBirds Point--New Madrid FloodwayNew Madrid Floodway

The floodway varies in The floodway varies in 
width from 3 to 10 width from 3 to 10 
miles, has a length of miles, has a length of 
about 35 miles and about 35 miles and 
includes an area of includes an area of 
210 square miles. It is 210 square miles. It is 
designed to divert designed to divert 
550,000 CFS from the 550,000 CFS from the 
Mississippi River Mississippi River 
during the project during the project 
flood flood 
Fuse plug levee Fuse plug levee 
(almost used in 1993)(almost used in 1993)



Fuse Plug LeveeFuse Plug Levee
The The Fuse Plug LeveeFuse Plug Levee is lower than the is lower than the 
adjacent levees. If the river rises to high, adjacent levees. If the river rises to high, 
then water begins to flow over the fuse then water begins to flow over the fuse 
plug levee rather than over adjacent plug levee rather than over adjacent 
levees where it would flood human levees where it would flood human 
habitations. habitations. 
Once water begins to flow over the top Once water begins to flow over the top 
of the Fuse Plug Levee, it quickly tears it of the Fuse Plug Levee, it quickly tears it 
down until it carries a designated down until it carries a designated 
maximum flow rate. maximum flow rate. 
This is designed to work on its own, but This is designed to work on its own, but 
if extremely critical, it can be dynamited. if extremely critical, it can be dynamited. 



Morganza andMorganza and
West West AtchafalayaAtchafalaya FloodwaysFloodways

The Atchafalaya River, The Atchafalaya River, 
Morganza Floodway, and Morganza Floodway, and 
West Atchafalaya West Atchafalaya 
Floodway converge at Floodway converge at 
the lower end of the the lower end of the 
Atchafalaya River levees Atchafalaya River levees 
to form the Atchafalaya to form the Atchafalaya 
Basin FloodwayBasin Floodway
This system is designed This system is designed 
to carry half the Project to carry half the Project 
Flood discharge of Flood discharge of 
1,500,000 1,500,000 cfscfs



Bonnet Bonnet CarreCarre FloodwayFloodway

The structure is about 7,000 The structure is about 7,000 
feet long and the floodway feet long and the floodway 
extends about 5.7 miles extends about 5.7 miles 
from the river to Lake from the river to Lake 
Pontchartrain.Pontchartrain.
It has a design capacity of It has a design capacity of 
250,000 250,000 cfscfs. During the . During the 
Project Flood, it is operated Project Flood, it is operated 
to restrict the flow in the to restrict the flow in the 
Mississippi River Mississippi River 
downstream of the floodway downstream of the floodway 
from exceeding 1,250,000 from exceeding 1,250,000 
cfscfs, protecting New Orleans., protecting New Orleans.



St. Louis Levee in 1928St. Louis Levee in 1928



1929 Mississippi River Flood1929 Mississippi River Flood



Earth Placement MethodsEarth Placement Methods

Earth placement Earth placement 
methods continued methods continued 
to evolve in the to evolve in the 
1920s and 30s, 1920s and 30s, 
lowering unit costslowering unit costs
Economic haul limit Economic haul limit 
had been 150 feet; had been 150 feet; 
with only 5with only 5--40 cubic 40 cubic 
bank yards per bank yards per 
team per day per team per day per 
teamteam
This was improved This was improved 
significantlysignificantly



Improved Towers with DraglinesImproved Towers with Draglines
Draglines employed 3.5 to 10 cubic yard Draglines employed 3.5 to 10 cubic yard 
bucketsbuckets
Handled 150 to 250 cubic yards per hourHandled 150 to 250 cubic yards per hour
Haul limit increased to Haul limit increased to ¼¼ milemile



Front Tail Dragline Towers were employed Front Tail Dragline Towers were employed 
to construct most of the modern levees as to construct most of the modern levees as 

part of the MRT projectpart of the MRT project



Levee ComparisonsLevee Comparisons

Length of levee Length of levee 
system below Cape system below Cape 
GirardeauGirardeau

YearYear MilesMiles

18801880 991991

18901890 1,2391,239

19101910 1,5001,500

19231923 1,5551,555

19271927 1,5821,582

19311931 1,8301,830



COST COMPARISONSCOST COMPARISONS



1937 Flood Emanated from the Ohio 1937 Flood Emanated from the Ohio 
River watershedRiver watershed



The Birds PointThe Birds Point--New Madrid Fuse Plug New Madrid Fuse Plug 
Levee was used in 1937Levee was used in 1937



Floodway Concept DemonstratedFloodway Concept Demonstrated



Roads Added to LeveesRoads Added to Levees
Before 1938, the MRC Before 1938, the MRC 
discouraged any motorized discouraged any motorized 
travel on the levees as travel on the levees as 
dangerous because the dangerous because the 
weight would contribute to weight would contribute to 
the the ‘‘sinking of the leveessinking of the levees’’
The flood fight of 1937 had The flood fight of 1937 had 
been hampered by the been hampered by the 
difficulty of transporting difficulty of transporting 
materials to critical areas. materials to critical areas. 
As a result, in 1938, the As a result, in 1938, the 
MRC passed a resolution MRC passed a resolution 
directing the various directing the various 
districts to begin the districts to begin the 
construction of gravel construction of gravel 
roads on the levee crowns.roads on the levee crowns.



Changes in Levee Design ~ 1947Changes in Levee Design ~ 1947
The MRC recognized the value of soil compaction in The MRC recognized the value of soil compaction in 
1947 resulting in the 1947 resulting in the Code for Utilization of Soils Code for Utilization of Soils 
Data for LeveesData for Levees
It was based around 3 sections:It was based around 3 sections:

Type 1Type 1
Type 2Type 2
Type 3Type 3



Soil Compaction MandatedSoil Compaction Mandated

Type 1 (5% shrinkage)Type 1 (5% shrinkage)
New levee constructionNew levee construction
Control of moisture contentControl of moisture content
Compaction in layers by Compaction in layers by 
sheepsfootsheepsfoot

Type 2 (10% shrinkage)Type 2 (10% shrinkage)
New levee constructionNew levee construction
Maximum practicable Maximum practicable 
compaction (moderate compaction (moderate 
compaction) of wet soils at compaction) of wet soils at 
least costleast cost

Type 3 (15% shrinkage)Type 3 (15% shrinkage)
New/emergency levee New/emergency levee 
constructionconstruction
No compaction requiredNo compaction required



Project Design Flood, 1956Project Design Flood, 1956--19581958

The project flood storm series developed The project flood storm series developed 
by the National Weather Service is made by the National Weather Service is made 
up of three historic stormsup of three historic storms
Intended to predict the largest Intended to predict the largest 
Mississippi River flood that can Mississippi River flood that can 
reasonably be expected to occur reasonably be expected to occur 
The total peak flow of the Mississippi and The total peak flow of the Mississippi and 
Atchafalaya Rivers during this flood is Atchafalaya Rivers during this flood is 
about 3,000,000 about 3,000,000 cfscfs at the latitude of Red at the latitude of Red 
River landing River landing 



How the Project Flood was compiledHow the Project Flood was compiled
The January 1937 storm is assumed to occur, The January 1937 storm is assumed to occur, 
increasing the volume by 10 percent over the increasing the volume by 10 percent over the 
Ohio and Lower Mississippi River Basins.Ohio and Lower Mississippi River Basins.



Compiling the Project Flood Compiling the Project Flood --
continuedcontinued

It is followed in 4 days by the January 1950 It is followed in 4 days by the January 1950 
storm over the same general areastorm over the same general area



Third Assumed Storm in Project FloodThird Assumed Storm in Project Flood
Three days later, the February 1938 storm Three days later, the February 1938 storm 
was placed over all the tributary basins of was placed over all the tributary basins of 
the lower Mississippi River the lower Mississippi River 



Final Project FloodFinal Project Flood



MRCMRC’’ss Project Project 
Design Flood for Design Flood for 

the Lower the Lower 
Mississippi ValleyMississippi Valley



Levee Evolution Between St. Louis and Levee Evolution Between St. Louis and 
Cape GirardeauCape Girardeau

The project design flood was The project design flood was 
designed for levees south of designed for levees south of 
Cape GirardeauCape Girardeau
The St. Louis District, COE built The St. Louis District, COE built 
the levees between St. Louis and the levees between St. Louis and 
Cape Girardeau based on 3 Cape Girardeau based on 3 
floods:floods:

Flood of 1844 for urban levees and Flood of 1844 for urban levees and 
5050--year flood for agricultural leveesyear flood for agricultural levees
Flood of 1973, updated profile in 1979Flood of 1973, updated profile in 1979
Flood of 1993, updated profile in 2003Flood of 1993, updated profile in 2003

Present practice is to build Present practice is to build 
levees based on economic levees based on economic 
optimization in conjunction with optimization in conjunction with 
the 2003 profilesthe 2003 profiles

St. Louis District Engineer 
Claude Norman Strauser



1973 Mississippi River Flood1973 Mississippi River Flood

The flood of 1973 caused The flood of 1973 caused 
damages estimated at damages estimated at 
$183,756,000 and set a $183,756,000 and set a 
record for daysrecord for days--outout--ofof--
bank at 62 bank at 62 
The flood of 1973 brought The flood of 1973 brought 
about the realization that about the realization that 
the carrying capacity of the carrying capacity of 
the river had decreased; the river had decreased; 
meaning the flow of water meaning the flow of water 
would now be at a higher would now be at a higher 
elevation, meaning levees elevation, meaning levees 
would need be raised once would need be raised once 
againagain



Levee vs. No LeveeLevee vs. No Levee



Floodwall protectionFloodwall protection
Floodwalls are used Floodwalls are used 
in urban areas in urban areas 
where there is little where there is little 
land available for land available for 
the  construction the  construction 
leveeslevees



Benchmark Benchmark 
Standards for Standards for 
Levee Design Levee Design 

and Maintenanceand Maintenance
1978 1978 -- PresentPresent







Typical Levees and Flood WallsTypical Levees and Flood Walls



Construction MethodsConstruction Methods



Hydraulic Fill DredgeHydraulic Fill Dredge



Earth Levee EnlargementsEarth Levee Enlargements

Riverside levee Riverside levee 
enlargements are the enlargements are the 
preferred method due preferred method due 
to cost and stabilityto cost and stability
Landside Landside 
enlargements are the enlargements are the 
least preferredleast preferred



Floodwall Levee EnlargementFloodwall Levee Enlargement

The IThe I--wall is rarely used wall is rarely used 
to exceed 7 ft above to exceed 7 ft above 
ground surface; it is ground surface; it is 
made by combining made by combining 
sheet piling with a sheet piling with a 
concrete capconcrete cap
The TThe T--wall is used wall is used 
when wall higher then 7 when wall higher then 7 
ft are required; it is ft are required; it is 
made from reinforced made from reinforced 
concrete concrete 



Turnout/TurnaroundTurnout/Turnaround

Turnouts allow for the Turnouts allow for the 
passing of two passing of two 
vehicles on a onevehicles on a one--lane lane 
access road on a leveeaccess road on a levee
Turarounds allow for Turarounds allow for 
vehicles to reverse vehicles to reverse 
their direction when a their direction when a 
levee deadlevee dead--ends ends 
without an exit rampwithout an exit ramp



Toe TrenchesToe Trenches

Toe trenches are used Toe trenches are used 
to assist in the to assist in the 
prevention of shallow prevention of shallow 
underseepageunderseepage
Toe trenches are often Toe trenches are often 
used with relief wells, used with relief wells, 
the wells collect the the wells collect the 
deeper seepagedeeper seepage



Foreshore ProtectionForeshore Protection



Junction of Levee and Drainage Junction of Levee and Drainage 
StructureStructure

Considerations when Considerations when 
a levee abutts a a levee abutts a 
concrete structureconcrete structure

Differential Differential 
settlementsettlement
Compaction of the Compaction of the 
levee walllevee wall
Slope protection to Slope protection to 
prevent scouringprevent scouring



Drainage StructuresDrainage Structures



Levees with Public UseLevees with Public Use

Levees today are built Levees today are built 
with roadways on top with roadways on top 
and some are open to and some are open to 
public usepublic use
The COE prefers to The COE prefers to 
construct levees with construct levees with 
no adjoining no adjoining 
structures (flood structures (flood 
gates excluded), but gates excluded), but 
when unavoidable will when unavoidable will 
incorporate them in to incorporate them in to 
the levee systemthe levee system



Flood of 1993 Flood of 1993 ––Recent Test of the Levee Recent Test of the Levee 
SystemSystem



COE Induced Levee BreakCOE Induced Levee Break



Levee Overtoppings and CrevassesLevee Overtoppings and Crevasses



1993 Flood Damage1993 Flood Damage



Levee Protection at WorkLevee Protection at Work



St. Louis Levee in 2001St. Louis Levee in 2001



Mississippi River Commission TodayMississippi River Commission Today

The MRC is still made up of The MRC is still made up of 
the original 7 positionsthe original 7 positions
The president of the MRC is The president of the MRC is 
also the Commander of the also the Commander of the 
MVDMVD
The districts inspect the The districts inspect the 
levees twice annuallylevees twice annually
Levee teams are comprised Levee teams are comprised 
of: COE, FEMA, state of: COE, FEMA, state 
agencies, customer, and agencies, customer, and 
contractorcontractor

Brigadier General Edwin J. Arnold, 
Jr. (right) heads the MRC 



Present Day Levee SystemPresent Day Levee System

The main stem levee The main stem levee 
system, comprised of system, comprised of 
levees, floodwalls, and levees, floodwalls, and 
various control various control 
structures, is 2,203 structures, is 2,203 
miles long. Some 1,607 miles long. Some 1,607 
miles lie along the miles lie along the 
Mississippi River itself Mississippi River itself 
and 596 miles lie along and 596 miles lie along 
the south banks of the the south banks of the 
Arkansas and Red Arkansas and Red 
rivers and in the rivers and in the 
Atchafalaya Basin. Atchafalaya Basin. 



Example of Current CostsExample of Current Costs



New TechnologyNew Technology

GeotubeTM technology 
developed under the COE 
Construction Productivity 
Research Program
This concept minimizes 
environmental damage 
and reduces cost and 
time needed to construct 
Mississippi River flood 
protection levees.





GeotubeTM

Previous costs by the Corps of Engineer, 
Vicksburg District, per mile for raising 83 
miles of levee over the past 23 years has 
been $2.8 million per mile. The estimated cost 
for future levee construction to the year 2029 
(33 years) is estimated to be $3.2 million per 
mile for 220 miles of proposed levee or $698 
million. This proposed construction method 
using geotubes is $1.5 million per mile for a 
savings of $368 million compared to 
conventional construction methods proposed 
by the Corps of Engineers.



CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONS

The evolution of the Mississippi River The evolution of the Mississippi River 
system can be tied to costs, system can be tied to costs, 
technology, politics, and oversight technology, politics, and oversight 
authority, but the number one factor is authority, but the number one factor is 
the river itself.the river itself.
The flow of the Mississippi River during The flow of the Mississippi River during 
times of flooding has been the single times of flooding has been the single 
most important contributing factor to most important contributing factor to 
the changes in the levee system from the changes in the levee system from 
the times of European settlers through the times of European settlers through 
the present.the present.
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